D EVAC J

Folders of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings, copies of press cuttings from the 1940s and invitations to speak to Dr Parsons
[some items are CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

1990s-2000s

D EVAC J/1

Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings, copies of press cuttings from the 1940s and invitations to speak to Dr Parsons
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of folder 1 - OPEN
Paper entitled The Reality of Evacuation ~former reference 1D~undated [2000s]
Copy of a photograph of the First Evacuees Arriving in Northants ~former reference 1N~c.1940
Yorkshire Post special publication Wartime Post 1940 newspaper ~former reference 1O~15 May 2000
Press cutting of an article Rosy Remembers ~former reference 1P~undated [c.2000s]
Press cutting from Sunday Times education supplement ~former reference 1Q~14 Oct 2001
Print out from a school website on notable events in the Second World War ~former reference 1S~1 Aug 2002
Programme for The Day the Children Waved Goodbye – A Living History Lesson – Film Premiere, Bexley Schoolchildren~former reference 1Z~ 29 Jun 2001
Information about the book I'll Take That One by Martin Parsons~ former reference 1Ah~c.1999
Paper entitled Against Their Will: The Use and Abuse of Children During the Second World War~ former reference number 1Al~undated [c.2000s]
Press cuttings of an article Child evacuees died in war ‘propaganda ploy’ from The Observer~ former reference 1Ao~8 Jul 2001
Colour photographs possibly of a former school at Ashley
Green, and a war memorial~ former reference 1As~undated [1990s-2000s]
Leaflets for the Wigan Pier Experience~ former reference 1At~undated c.1990s-2000s
Ticket and menu for an Evacuees Reunion Association event Merseyside Remembers~ former reference 1Au~2-3 Sept 2001
Order of service for Liverpool Cathedral to commemorate the 62nd anniversary of the Second World War Evacuation~ former reference 1Av~3 Sept 2001
Booklets entitled Merseyside Remembers its evacuees~ former reference 1Aw~2001
Copies of press cuttings relating to evacuees advertising~ former reference numbers 1Ax-z, 1Ba-d~1941 1940s-2000s

D EVAC J/2
Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Open folder:
Research notes ~former reference 2A~undated [1990s]
Invitation and review for I'll Take That One by Martin Parsons ~ 2B~ c.1999
Copy of a leaflet about what to do after an Air Raid, Borough of Gosport~ former reference number 2E~c.1939
Article on the Basque Hostel at Cambridge~ former reference 2F~c.1938?
Copies of press cuttings relating to evacuation ~ former reference 2G~1939
Article and advertising leaflets relating to Western Approaches World War II bunker ~former reference 2J~[undated c.1990s-2000s]
Copy of If the Invader comes, Ministry of Information ~former reference 2K ~c. 1940
Copies of press cuttings relating to former evacuees ~former reference 2L-N~1997
Copy of a letter relating to the Women’s Land Army, and a list of sources~ former reference 2R~1943, 1990s
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Copy of a report on school text book relating to the Second World War ~former reference number 2S~ Undated [1990s]
Research paper entitled Inventing the Home Front: Propaganda, Gender Ideology, and the Politics of Nostalgia by Kate Cannon, University of Miami ~former reference number 2Z~Jun 1993
Copy of a report entitled Evacuation in Practice A Study of a Rural Reception Area, Association of Architects Surveyors & Technical assistants, Evacuation Committee ~ former reference number 2Ae~1940
Copies of articles from Our Waifs and Strays relating to evacuated children~ former reference number 2Ag-i~1944-1946
CLOSED folder:
Correspondence from G.A. Simonon ~former reference 2Aj ~1997
Correspondence from Vincent Maloney ~former reference 2C ~1998
Photographs of Jolliffs Cottages ~former reference 2D~ Undated c. 1999
Copies of school records from Stour Provost School, Dorset ~former reference 2D~ 1939-1945
Correspondence from S.V. Cook and copy of a dissertation ~ 1997
Extract from a book or research paper for Forgotten Heroines ~former reference 2Q~ Undated c. 1999
Correspondence from Joyce Beckwith ~former reference 2T~ 1997
3 ½” floppy discs entitled Hitler’s Ear and Auntie May’s Stomach ~former reference 2U~ Undated c.1999
Correspondence from Peggy M. Berry ~former reference 2V~ 1997
Correspondence from Lisa Burton-Cox ~former reference 2W~ 1997
Correspondence from Anne D. Ginger ~former reference 2X~ 1997
Correspondence from Annie Murray ~former reference 2T ~1997
Correspondence from Hazel Robbins ~former reference 2Aa~ 1997
Notes on Val and Ken Houghton ~former reference 2Ab~ Undated c. 1999
Correspondence from John Rawlins ~former reference 2Ac ~ 1997
Correspondence from Inez Brinsden ~former reference 2Ad ~ 1997
Correspondence relating to archive holdings of the Children’s Society ~ former reference 2AF ~ 1993
Memoir of Judith Longmire ~ former reference 2Ak ~ 1997
Memoir of anonymous ~ former reference 2Al ~ Undated c. 1999
Memoir of Keith Wilson ~ former reference 2Am ~ Undated c. 1999
Research notes ~ former reference 2An ~ Undated c. 1999
Correspondence and Memoir from Margaret Wood ~ former reference 2Ao ~ 1997

D EVAC J/3
Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Open folder contents:
Home Guard certificate for Frank Foster, with badges ~ former reference 3A ~ 1944
List of evacuation sources, possibly at Sussex University ~ former reference 3C ~ 28 Jun 2000
Research notes ~ former reference number ~ 3D-E ~ c. 1990s-2000s
Copy of blank form Ev. 4, Government Evacuation Scheme ~ former reference 3L ~ 1939
Copy of a letter about a test evacuation, from Dorset County Archives ~ former reference 3M ~ 1939
Research paper entitled Imperial Identities and Social Mobility: Class, Empire and the British Government Overseas Evacuation of Children During the Second World War, by Patricia Yin, University of California, Berkeley ~ Undated [1990s-2000s]
Copy of extracts from Sturminster Newton RDC minutes 1938-1939, Dorset Record Office ~ former reference number 3Y ~ 1939
Copies of extracts from log books from Cambridge Record Office ~ former reference 3Ad ~ 1939
Cambridge evacuation article ~ former reference 3Ae ~ 22 Jun 1998
Ration book for Mrs Mary H. Corfield? ~ former reference 3Ag ~ 1953-1954
Copies of press cuttings from the Wiltshire Times and The Wiltshire News ~former reference 3Ai-j~1939
Copies of press cuttings from the Sheffield Telegraph and Daily Independent ~former reference 3An~1939
Closed folder contents:
Contact details for Diana Akers~ former reference 3A~Undated c.1990s
Anonymous memoir ~former reference 3F~ Undated c. 1990s
List of contact details for oral history participants ~former reference 3G~ undated c.1990s
Correspondence from Stuart Rusby~ former reference 3H~1999
Correspondence relating to The Evacuation ~former reference 3I~ 1999
Correspondence from Myra Curtis~ former reference 3J~~1999
Correspondence from Arthur Baker ~former reference 3W~ 1999
Correspondence from Joseph Disley ~former reference 3X~undated c.1999
Correspondence from Vera ~former reference 3Z~ Undated c. 1999
Correspondence from Joyce Howard ~former reference 3Aa~Undated c.1999
Memoir of Margaret Sergison ~former reference 3Ab~Undated c.1999
Memoir of Margaret Holmes ~former reference 3Ac ~ 1999
Memoir of Eileen Campbell ~former reference 3Af ~ Undated c.1999
Memoir of anonymous ~former reference 3Ah~ Undated c.1999
Correspondence from Ken Regelous ~former reference 3Ak ~ 1998
Correspondence from Joyce Goddard ~former reference 3A6~ 1998
Memoir of Doris Marsh ~former reference 3Am ~Undated c. 1999
Memoir of Daisy May Tuck ~former reference 3Ao ~ Undated c.1999
Memoir of Doreen Gates nee Frisby ~former reference 3Af ~ Undated c. 1999
Memoir of anonymous ~former reference 3Aq~ Undated c.1999
D EVAC J/4

Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

OPEN folder contents:
Research paper entitled A Plague on the Countryside by Joanna Chambers ~ former reference number 4A ~ undated c.1990s-2000s

CLOSED folder contents:
Correspondence with H. Croston ~former reference 4B ~2001
Correspondence with Mrs C.M. Burns ~former reference 4C ~undated c.1990s-2000s
Correspondence with unknown~ former reference 4D~ undated
3 ½ inch floppy disc with letters on it~ former reference 4E
Correspondence with George Lucy~ former reference 4F~2001
Correspondence with A. Abbott~ former reference ~2001
Correspondence with Robina Cavanagh~ former reference 4H~1998
Correspondence with D. Brunskill~ former reference 4H~1999
Correspondence with Hugh Hughes~ former reference 4I~2001
Memoir of Robert Miller~ former reference 4K~2000
Correspondence with B.W. Balding~ former reference 4L ~c.1999-2001
Correspondence with Pamela Daymond~ former reference 4M ~1999
Correspondence with Rex Bowley~ former reference 4N ~1999
Correspondence with D. Brian Robinson~ former reference 4O ~1999
Correspondence with E.C. Wharnsby~ former reference 4P~1999
A copy of part of Evacuation – A Reception Area in Berkshire by Miriam Ward~ former reference 4R~1939?
Memoir of A.S. Davis~ former reference 4S~ Undated c.
1999-2001
Correspondence with M.A. Weare~ former reference 4T ~
Undated c. 1999-2001
Correspondence with A.F.J. Garner~ former reference 4U ~1999
Deposit form for taped reminiscences [none in collection] for
Amelia Dunn~ former reference 4V ~1999
Correspondence with Constance Johnson~ former reference
4W ~1999
Correspondence with Eric Armstrong~ former reference 4X
~1999
Correspondence with Audrey Gibbs and memoir~ former
reference 4Y~Undated c. 1999-2001
Correspondence with Jim Hancock~ former reference 4Ab
~1999
Correspondence with unknown~ former reference 4Ac
~Undated c.1999-2001
Correspondence with Ben Howard~ former reference 4Ad
~1999
Correspondence with Kenneth Blackburn~ former reference
4Ae and 4An~1999
Correspondence with Joe Bilbao~ former reference 4Af
~1999
Correspondence with S.E. Hall~ former reference 4Ag ~1999
Correspondence with Mrs D. Kennedy~ former reference 4Ah
~1999
Correspondence with M.J. Edwards and memoir~ former
reference 4Ai ~1999
Correspondence with Eileen A. Hanna~ former reference 4Ak
~1999
Extract from an article Memories~ former reference 4Al
~1999
Memoir possibly of Gladys Fuke~ former reference 4Am
~Undated c.1999-2001
Correspondence with Sonya Brett ~ former reference
aAp~1999
Correspondence with J. Howard~ former reference 4Aq~
1999
Correspondence with David M. Brunskill and memoir~
former reference 4Ar~1999
Memoir of Kay Gibbs~ former reference 4As~undated c.
1999-2001
Memoir of Doreen Littlejohn~ former reference
4At~Undated c.1999-2001
Memoir of Doris Thomas ~ former reference 4Av~c. 1999-
2001
Memoir of Hilda Noonan~ former reference 4Bs~1999
Correspondence with John A.S. Brasier~ former reference 4AZ~1999
Correspondence with John Hardy~ former reference 4Ba~Undated c.1999-2001
Correspondence with Margaret Wood ~ former reference 4Bb~1999
Correspondence with H.A. Taylor~ former reference 4Bc~undated c.1999-2001
Memoir of Fred Bower~ former reference 4Bd~Undated c.1999-2001
Memoir of Roy Bates~ former reference 4Be~Undated c.1999-2001
Memoir of Harry Spalding~ former reference 4Bf~Undated c.1999-2001
Memoir of Barry Fletcher~ former reference 4Bg~1998
Correspondence with Doris Rogers and memoir~ former reference 4Bh~1999
Memoir of Joan Baines~ former reference 4Bi~undated c.1999-2001
List of former evacuees and their contact details~~~ former reference 4Bj~c.1999
Correspondence with Gerard Muldoon~ former reference 4Bk~c. 1999-2000s
Memoir of Patricia Prescott~ former reference 4Bl~c. 1999-2001
Correspondence with Mrs B. Williams~ former reference 4Bm~1999
Correspondence with John Robbins~ former reference 4Bn~1997
Memoir of Blanche Elaine Jones~ former reference 4Bo~1998
Correspondence with Mary Metcalf~ former reference 4B~Undated c.1999-2001
Correspondence with Phyl Nicholson ~ former reference~4Bq~c.1999-2001
Correspondence with C.C. Bushell~ former reference 4B~1998
Correspondence with Mrs M. Woods~ former reference 4B~1998
Correspondence with John Phillips~ former reference 4Bt~1995
Memoir of Brian Maystone~ former reference 4Bu~c.1999
Correspondence with Mrs Hodges~ former reference 4Bv~1996
Correspondence with Margaret Geer~ former reference 4Bw~1997
Correspondence with Dorothy M. Brandon ~ former reference 4B ~ 1997
Correspondence with Audrey Brien ~ former reference 4By ~ 1996
Correspondence with Mrs P.A.R. Ringwood ~ former reference 4Bz ~ 1996
Correspondence with E. Williams ~ former reference 4Ca ~ 1998

D EVAC J/5

Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of open folder:
Journal of the Wychwood Local History Society Wychwoods History ~ former reference 5Ae ~ 1995
Copy of A Sparrow in the Meadow by Dorothy Presswell ~ former reference 5Ax, 5Ay, 5Az
Leaflet for Goodnight Children Everywhere, Imperial War Museum ~ former reference 5Bh ~ 1996
Copy of a press cutting from the Times Educational Supplement ~ former reference 5Bl ~ 1997

Contents of closed folder:
Correspondence from L. Kitching ~ former reference 5R ~ 1998
Notes on evacuees ~ former reference 5S ~ 1988
Correspondence from Trevor Brown ~ former reference 5T ~ 1992
Correspondence from Peter T. Rutter ~ former reference 5Z and 5Aa ~ Undated c.1990s
Correspondence from Audrey Elcock ~ former reference 5Ab ~ 1997
Correspondence from Amelia Dunn ~ former reference 5Ac ~ 2000
Copies of extracts from documents relating to evacuation to
Chipping Norton ~ former reference 5Ad ~ Undated c. 1990s
Copies of school log books and research relating to
Oxfordshire and West Ham ~ former reference 5Af-5Aw
~Undated c.1990s
Deposit form for evacuee memoir ~ former reference 5Bb
~1997
Research notes ~ former reference 5Bc ~Undated c. 1999
Correspondence from Brian Maystone ~ former reference 5Bd
~1997
Correspondence from Audrey Shorer ~ former reference 5Be
~1997
Paper entitled Learning and Training Opportunities for Serving
and Ex-Servicemen during and immediately following the 39-
45 War by R. Wolstenholme ~ former reference 5Bf~1996
Notes of a discussion between Peter Durrant [Berkshire
Record Office], Elizabeth Hughes and Martin Parsons relating
to collaborative projects on wartime evacuation in Berkshire
~ former reference 5Bg ~ Undated c.1990s
Compliments card from Patricia Cave ~ former reference
5Bj~Undated c. 1999
Contact details for Eric Rendell ~ former reference 5Bk
~Undated c.1999
Correspondence from James Roffey~ former reference 5Bm-n,
t~
Correspondence from A.H. Buksh~ former reference 5Bo
~1997
Research notes ~ former reference 5Bp ~Undated 1990s
Correspondence from Dennis Turner~ former reference 5Bq~
1996
Correspondence from Ronald Smedley~ former reference 5Br
~1997
Correspondence from John Rawlins ~ former reference 5Br
~1997
Correspondence from Mr A. Hindle~ former reference ~
5Bu~ Undated c.1999
Correspondence from Jessica Lawson ~ former reference
5Bv~ 1996
Correspondence from Allan Middleton ~ former reference
5Bx~1996
Deposit correspondence for Gillian Chamberlayne ~ former
reference 5By ~1996
Correspondence from Ella W. Grimmer ~ former reference
5Bz ~1996
Correspondence from David Offin~ former reference 5Ca ~
1997
Correspondence from Mrs D.M. Brandom~ former reference
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5Cb ~1996
Correspondence from Harry Carmichael ~ former reference
5Cc - 1996
Blank deposit form for taped reminiscences ~ former
reference 5Cd ~ c. 1996
Correspondence from A.J. Greek ~ former reference 5Ce ~ c.
1996
Correspondence from Gill Tanner ~ former reference 5 Cf ~
1996

D EVAC J/6
Folder of information and correspondence relating to
evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts,
contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings
from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of open folder:
Copies of press cuttings relating to evacuation ~ former
reference 6B-C ~ 1999-2000
Postcard from The Evacuation: the true story presented by
Charles Wheeler ~ former reference 6E ~ Undated c. 1999
Service of Thanksgiving to The 60th Anniversary of The Second
World War Evacuation ~ former reference 6G ~ 3 Sept 1999
Extract from Despatches – The Magazine of the Friends of the
Imperial War Museum ~ former reference 6P ~ Dec 1999
Copy of Memories of Evacuation during the Second World
War ~ former reference 6Q ~ undated c. 1999
Review of The Evacuation, The True Story by Martin Parsons
and Penny Starns ~ former reference 6R ~ 2000
Anonymous poem from the Dover Express 1940 ~ former
reference 6S ~ 1940
Copy of The Wilsonian no. 169 ~ former reference 6V ~ Oct
1941
Copy of article Children at War by Nicholas Tucker, TES ~
former reference 6Y ~ 7 Apr 2000
Invitation to Martin Parsons to Dover Castle for the 60th
Anniversary of the Dunkirk Evacuation ~ former reference
6Z ~ 20 Apr 2000
Service commemorating the 60th Anniversary of the
Evacuation of Children from the Dover and Deal Coastal Area
~ former reference 6Aa ~ 2000
Rhondda Remembers 1939-1989 programme of events ~
former reference 6Ab~1989
Copy of extract from The Wartime News, Bournemouth – The Early Days of War by John Walker ~ former reference 6Ac ~1995

Contents of closed folder:
Correspondence from Ken Blackburn ~former reference 6U~ 6 Apr 2000
Correspondence from Dr Bob Holman~ former reference 6A ~ 8 Nov 1999
Correspondence from Gillian Rogers ~ former reference 6F ~ 1 Aug 1999
Interview with anonymous - ESRC Wartime Evacuation ~ former reference 6H~3 Aug 1998
Interview with Mr W. Grainger - ESRC Wartime Evacuation ~ former reference 6I ~ 1 May 1998
Interview with Mrs A. Geliher - ESRC Wartime Evacuation ~ former reference 6J ~ 31 Jul 1998
Interview with anonymous - ESRC Wartime Evacuation ~ former reference 6K ~ 27 Jul 1998
Interview with Miss E. Jury ~ former reference 6L ~ 1 Jun 1998
Interview with Mrs Margaret Smith ~ former reference 6M ~31 Jul 1998
Correspondence from Victoria Diamond ~ former reference 6N ~ 19 Nov 1999
Correspondence from H. E. Bell ~ former reference 6O ~ 19 Dec 1999
Correspondence from James Roffey ~ former reference 6O ~ 15 May 2000
Correspondence from Dr Adrienne Rosen~ former reference 6W~ 22 May 2000
Correspondence from Maureen Hitchens ~ former reference 6X ~ 18 Jan 2000
Correspondence from Juliette Sutton ~ former reference 6Ac ~ 1994
Correspondence, evacuee memoir and photographs of Amelia Barthrop ~ 28 Nov 1999
Correspondence from Jacqueline Soden ~ former reference 6Ae ~1 Feb 2000
Correspondence from Margaret Harrad~ former reference 6Af~ 18 Sept 1999
Correspondence from Derrick Fisher ~ former reference 6Ag ~ 23 Mar 2000
Correspondence from H.T. John Walker ~ former reference 6Ah ~ 14 Mar 2000
Evacuee memoir for anonymous~ former reference 6Ak ~Undated c.1999-2000
Correspondence from Norman Hazzard ~ former reference 6Al ~ 25 Mar 2000

D EVAC J/7

Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of open folder:
Advertising leaflet for Do You Remember 1939? ~ former reference 7L ~ 1999
Correspondence from Martin ~ former reference 7N ~ 24 Feb 1999
Programme notes for Operation Pied Piper ~ former reference 7O ~ c.1999
Correspondence from Helen Simms ~ former reference 7P-Q ~ 10 Mar 1999
Notes on a book proposal from Martin Weitz Associates Ltd to tie in with the broadcast of BBC Radio Series Operation Pied Piper ~ former reference 7R ~ 1999
Copies of Bassett's sweets adverts ~ former reference 7V-7Ab ~ 1941-1949
Copy of Oral History and Teachers' Professional Practice: a wartime turning point? By Philip Gardner and Peter Cunningham ~ former reference 7A ~ 1997
Correspondence from Dr John Welshman ~ former reference 7At ~ 24 Oct 1996
Article entitled Jessie Hunt – Evacuee 1939-1945 by John Rawlins ~ former reference 7Bk ~ 1 Feb 1995
Article entitled West Ham Evacuee in Oxfordshire by John Rawlins ~ former reference 7Bl ~ Undated c.1999
Contents of closed folder:
Correspondence from James Roffey ~ former reference 7A ~ 18 Oct 1997
Correspondence from Penny ~ former reference 7B ~ 24 Sept 1998
Correspondence from Edith ~ former reference 7C ~ 1997
Correspondence from John ~ former reference 7D ~ 10 Oct 1997
Correspondence from Mr E.L. Hughes ~ former reference 7E ~ Undated
Correspondence from Enid Self ~ former reference 7F and K ~
29 Jul 1997  
Correspondence or notes from unknown~ former reference 7H~ undated c.1997  
Correspondence from Veronica Murray~ former reference 7I ~ 8 Oct 1998  
Correspondence from Stuart Rusby ~ former reference 7J~ 15 Sept 1999  
Correspondence from A. J. Weeden ~ former reference 7K~ 17 Jan 2000  
Correspondence from Martin Weitz ~ former reference 7M~16 Feb 1999  
Correspondence from S. James ~ former reference 7S ~ 13 Oct 1998  
Blank questionnaires ~ former reference 7T ~ Undated c.1999  
Research paper on evacuation ~ former reference 7u ~ Undated c.1999  
Evacuee memoir of Joan Dann ~ former reference 7Ac~c.1999  
Evacuee memoir of Barbara A. Walton~ former reference 7Ad~c.1999  
Evacuee memoir of Michael Minson~ former reference 7Ae ~1999  
Evacuee memoir of Enid Smith~ former reference 7Af~ 1999  
Correspondence from B. Walton ~ former reference 7Af ~ Jun 1999  
Evacuee memoir of Charles W. Springett ~ former reference 7Ag~ c.1999  
Evacuee memoir of D. Phillips~ former reference 7Ai~ Apr 1995  
Correspondence from Eric Rendell ~ former reference 7Al~ 1 Apr 1997  
Correspondence from Mrs I. Rigler ~ former reference 7Aq~16 Jun 1998  
Deposit form for S. Lenihan ~ former reference 7As~1997  
Correspondence from Pamela D. Daymond~ former reference 7Au ~26 Apr 1997  
Correspondence from Roy Carter~ former reference 7Av~ 27 Aug 1997  
Correspondence from Marian Richardson~ former reference 7Aw ~ 7 Jun 1997  
Correspondence from Eric Broad and a copy of Broad Innocence by Eric Broad ~ former reference 7Ax ~ 1997  
Correspondence from Iris Charos~ former reference 7Ay~ 15 Aug 1997  
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Sylvia Rose~ former reference 7Az ~ 29 Jan 1998
Evacuee memoir of A.H. Buksh~ former reference 7Ba~ Undated c.1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Lyn Mendolson~ former reference 7Bb ~ 29 Jan 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Colin Horlick~ former reference 7Bc ~ 26 Jan 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Joan Cresswell~ former reference 7Bd~Feb 1998
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Nella Hughes-Smith~ former reference 7Be-f~1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Sheila Lenihan ~ former reference 7Be ~ Undated c.1999
Correspondence and article entitled Wychwold Schools in Wartime from John Rawlins ~ former reference7Bj ~ 1997
Correspondence, memoir and photograph from Constance Mary Schwartz~ former reference 7Bm ~ 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Jean Jackson~ former reference 7Bn~Undated c.1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Joan Faulkner~ former reference 7Bo ~ Undated c.1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Margaret Harrod~ former reference 7Bp~ 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Pat Packham~ former reference 7Bq~ 1997
Evacuee memoir of Wilfred Richardson ~ former reference 7Br~undated c.1999
ARP warden memoir of Doreen Ellis ~ former reference 7Bs~ 1997
Correspondence from Sheila D. Malkin~ former reference 7Bt~ 19 Jan 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from I. Stella Johnston ~ former reference 7Bu ~ 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from David Brown ~ former reference 7Bv ~ 1997
Evacuee memoir of Victor Spink  ~ former reference 7Bw ~ Undated c.1997
Evacuee memoir of George Knott ~ former reference7Bx ~Undated c. 1997
Evacuee memoir of John Roffey~ former reference 7By-z~ Undated c.1997
Research paper entitled An Evacuation Case Study ~ undated c.1997
Correspondence from Kay Gibbs ~ former reference 7Ca~ 1999
Evacuee memoir of Norman Warren~ former reference 7Cb ~ Undated c. 1997
Correspondence from Doreen Gates ~ 1998
Evacuee memoir of Mary Nickerson ~ 1996
Evacuee memoir of Pearl G. Dent ~ former reference 7Cg ~1997
Evacuee memoir of Robert Miller ~ former reference 7Ch ~1995
Correspondence from Mrs Hodgetts ~ former reference ~1996

D EVAC J/8

Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of open folder:
Copy of a message from King George V to celebrate victory ~ former reference 8B ~ 8 Jun 1946
Copy of a personal message from Queen Elizabeth II to Mrs Craught for taking in evacuees ~ former reference ~8C~Undated
Copies of photographs of evacuees, possibly someone called Balding ~ former reference 8E~undated c.1939-1945
Acetate copy of County Borough of Southampton evacuation notice ~ former reference 8l ~ 1939
Copy of an extract from The Great Western Railway in the 20th Century by O.S. Nock ~ former reference ~8J~1964
Copies of evacuation information from Bristol Record Office ~ former reference 8P ~ c.1939
Copy of a Tribute to an Escort Officer press cutting and correspondence relating to it from the Salvation Army ~ former reference 8N~ 1998
Copy of a personal message from Queen Elizabeth II to Mrs Hedges for taking in evacuees ~ former reference ~8o~undated
Copies of documents relating to air raid precautions ~ former reference 8Ao, 8Ab, 8Aa, 8Z, 8Y, 8Z ~ 1940s
Extract from Tormore School Record ~ former reference 8V~Undated
Copy of press cutting from The Wiltshire Record relating to evacuees~ former reference 8U ~ 16 Sept 1939
Copy of an evacuation survey, Borough of Flin, Wiltshire
Record Office ~ former reference 8T~undated c.1939-1945
Copies of documents relating to post Blitz activities ~ former reference 8Ad, 8Ae, 8Af and 8Ag~ c.1939-1945
Copies of correspondence and documents relating to a
Children’s Overseas Reception Board evacuation for Patricia McGinty ~ former reference 8R, 8Q, 8Ah, 8Ai, 8Ar, 8Al, 8Am, 8An, 8Ao, 8AQ, 8Ap, 8Ar, 8As, 8At, 8Au, 8Av, 8Ax, 8Ay, 8Az, 8Bb, 8Bd, 8Be, 8Bf, 8Bg, 8Bh, 8Bi, 8Bj, 8Bl, 8Bm, 8Bn, 8Bo, ~ c.1939
Copy of an article An Evacuee’s Story, by Pat W? ~ former reference 8Bs~ Undated
Review of I’ll Take That One – Dispelling the myths of civilian evacuation 1939-1945 by Martin L. Parsons ~ former reference 8Bw~ c.1998
Contents of closed folder:
Evacuation details for Jennifer Margaret Atkinson ~ c.1998
Copy of The Torpedoed Evacuees by Bob Holman ~ former reference 8A~c.1998
Correspondence, photographs and press cuttings from
Winifred C. Carter ~ former reference 8D~1999
Correspondence, photographs and press cuttings from
Charles W. Springett ~ former reference 8F~ 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Norma Campin ~
former reference 8G ~ 1999
Evacuee memoir G.E. Brooks ~ former reference 8H ~ c.1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Keith Wilson ~
former reference 8K ~ c.1999
Correspondence and copies of letters from Alec Kingsmill as
an evacuee ~ former reference 8L ~ 1999
Extracts from Hansard relating to evacuees ~ former reference
8M ~c.1940
Correspondence and copies of photographs from John Gould
~ 1999
Research notes from archives in Rhyl, Prestatyn and Colwyn
Bay ~ former reference 8W ~c.1999
Evacuee memoir of Joyce Hunt ~ former reference 8Bp~ c.1999
Correspondence from Arthur Woods ~ former reference 8Bq ~1999
Correspondence from Bridget Hole~ former reference 8Br
~1998
Correspondence from Stephen Davies ~ former reference 8Bt ~1997
Correspondence from C.C. Bushell and M. Woods~ former
reference 8Bu ~ 1998
Correspondence from Revd R.N. Mann ~ former reference 8Bv
~ 1999
Correspondence from Gillian Wallis ~ former reference 8Bx ~
Correspondence from Margaret Wood~ former reference 8By
~1999
Correspondence from Dorothy Davis~ former reference 8Bz
~1996
Correspondence from P. Prescott~ former reference
8Ca~c.1999
Correspondence from Audrey W. Paterson~ former reference
8Cb ~1999

D EVAC J/9
Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of open folder:
Booklet for The Home Front a Service of Thanksgiving and dedication, Coventry Cathedral (2 copies) ~ former reference
9F ~ 3 Mar 2000
Leaflet for Evacuation: Myth and Reality a lecture by Martin Parsons ~ former reference 9G~10 Mar 2000
Leaflet for Do You Remember 1939?, cabinet war rooms ~
former reference 9I ~ 30 Sept 1999
Leaflet for The Evacuation: the true story presented by Charles Wheeler ~ former reference 9I ~c.1999
Copy of an extract from The University of Reading Bulletin ~
former reference 9K ~2 Dec 1999
Copies of press cuttings relating to evacuees in Portsmouth ~
former reference 9N~c.1939
Copy of evacuees – A Lincolnshire Echo Special Publication ~
former reference 9Ak~16 Feb 1998
Copy of the Shropshire Review ~ former reference 9Aq
~Sept/Oct 1998
Copies of extracts from Imperial War Museum records ~ c.1940s

Contents of closed folder:
Correspondence from Sidney Brown~ former reference 9A ~
2001
Correspondence from Lawson Stevens~ former reference 9B
~17 Jan 2001
Correspondence from Ken Blackburn ~ former reference 9C~
3 Sept 2000
Correspondence and mini cassette tape from Evelyn Lowe~
former reference 9C ~ 9 Apr 1999
Copies of letters from Sheila and Leila Rothschild (evacuees)
to her parents ~ former reference 9E~1940s
Correspondence from Dr Adrienne Rosen ~ former reference
9H~31 Mar 1999
List of evacuee interview tapes ~ former reference 9H~
c.1999
Evacuee memoir of anonymous~ former reference 9M
~undated c.1999
Evacuee memoir by Eileen Lewis~ former reference 9O~
undated c.1999
Correspondence from Peter R. Hayward~ former reference 9P
~ 1 Oct 1999
Copies of scripts from Evacuation – the True Story, presented
by Charles Wheeler ~ former reference 9P ~Aug 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from B.E. Dubery ~
former reference 9Q ~ 22 Sept 1999
Correspondence from Rex ~ former reference 9R ~ 5 Jun
1999
Thank you letters from Yattendon CE School, Thatcham,
Berkshire ~ former reference 9S ~30 Apr 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Charles Crebbin ~
former reference 9T~ 3 Dec 1998
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Bernadette
Callaghan ~ former reference 9U ~6 Jan 1999
Evacuee memoir A Lucky Evacuee by Scott Bannister ~ former
reference 9V ~ 1993
evacuee memoir of John M. Paterson ~ former reference 9W
and 9X ~c.1999
Evacuee memoir ~ former reference 9R ~c.1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Audrey Robson
~23 Jan 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Teresa M. Crofts ~
former reference 9Aa ~ 25 Jan 1999
Correspondence from Robert E. Rook ~ former reference
9Ab~ 13 Jan 1999
Evacuee memoir of Joan Murray ~ former reference 9Ac~
c.1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Grace Carson ~
former reference 9Ad ~ 6 Dec 1998
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Arnold G. Locker
~ former reference 9 Ae~ 7 Dec 1998
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Jean Paxton~former reference 9Al~27 Nov 1998
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from James Foxley from~former reference 9Ai~8 Dec 1998
Correspondence from Albert Henry Dixon ~ former reference 9Aj~12 Dec 1998
Correspondence from John Rawlins~ former reference 9Al~10 Dec 1998
Correspondence from John A.S. Brasier ~ former reference 9Am~7 Nov 1998
Correspondence from Donald Phillips~ former reference 9An~17 Oct 1998
Correspondence including evacuee memoir from Stanley Wallis~ former reference 9Ao~17 Oct 1998
Correspondence from Fred Bolt~ former reference 9Ar~30 Dec 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from William Poland ~ former reference 9As~12 Nov 1998
Taped reminiscences form for May Hansen ~ former reference 9Au~15 Oct 1998
Correspondence from Frank Hopton~ former reference 9Ax~19 Sept 1997
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Rita Lee ~ former reference 9Be ~ c.1999
Evacuee memoir from Mrs M. (Rita) Taylor~ former reference 9Bf~c.1999
Evacuee memoir of Ena Kehoe ~ c.1999
Evacuee memoir of Evelyn Murphy ~ former reference 9Bh~c.1999
Correspondence from Irene Higgs ~ 1 Nov 1998
Correspondence from Walter Smith ~ former reference 9Bj ~7 Oct 1998
Correspondence from John ~ 4 Nov 1998

Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]
Contents of open folder:
Papers relating to a day school on World War II and the Local Community ~ former reference 10C ~ 20 May 2000
Advertising leaflet for I’ll Take That One talk by Dr Martin Parsons ~ former reference 10D ~ c.1999
Copy of Memories of Evacuation during the Second World War ~ former reference 10J ~ 2000
Copies of photographs sent by E. Colmar ~ former reference 10X ~ c.1999
Copy of an article War meant exile for children, Hamilton Spectator ~ former reference 10Ad ~ 8 Nov 1979
Contents of closed folder:
Correspondence from Michael J.F. Jobbins and 3½” floppy disc ~ former reference 10A ~ 25 Apr 2001
Correspondence relating to a talk at Dunkerton ~ former reference 10B ~ 8 Oct 2000
Correspondence from Dr J.E. Cookson ~ former reference 10E ~ 19 Jul 2000
Correspondence from David Wetherill ~ former reference 10F ~ c.1999
Correspondence from Aline Gee ~ former reference 10G ~ 17 Jul 2000
Correspondence from Derek D. Utteridge ~ former reference 10H ~ 17 Apr 2000
Correspondence relating to a review of a book Operation Sea Lion by Egbert Kieser ~ former reference 10I, 10L, 10K ~ 2000
Correspondence from Enid Self ~ former reference 10M ~ 27 Jun 2000
Correspondence from Bernard Balding ~ former reference 10N ~ 20 Apr 1999
Evacuee memoir ~ former reference 10O ~ c.1999
Correspondence, evacuee memoir and copies of photographs from Jean Huckstepp ~ former reference 10P ~ 19 Apr 1999
Correspondence from Stan Day and evacuee memoir for Mavis Day ~ former reference 10Q ~ 21 Apr 1999
Correspondence from Keith and copy of an article from Heritage Today ~ former reference 10R ~ c.1999
Evacuee memoir and deposit form for Patricia Knights ~ former reference 10S ~ 1999
Correspondence from Bob Holman ~ former reference 10T ~ 15 May 1999
Correspondence from Sheila Rowe ~ former reference 10U ~ 17 May 1999
Evacuee memoir of Bernard William Balding ~ former reference 10V ~ c.1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Betty Sales ~
former reference 10W ~ 15 May 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Audrey Goldberg
~ former reference 10Y ~ 17 May 1999
Correspondence and photographs from John Hardy ~ former reference 10Z ~ c.1999
Evacuee memoir from Marjorie Fraser ~ former reference 10Aa ~ c.1999
Evacuee memoir Alec Kingsmill ~ former reference 10Ab ~ c.1993
Evacuee memoir R. Fairbairn ~ former reference 10Ae ~ 1992
Evacuee memoir Pamela D. Harrop ~ former reference 10Ag ~ 8 May 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Anne Davis ~ former reference 10Al ~ 26 Apr 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Len Davies ~ former reference 10Aj ~ 24 Apr 1999
Deposit form for Norma Campin ~ former reference 10be ~ 7 Apr 1999
Evacuee memoir and deposit form for William Charles Patten ~ former reference 10Bd ~ 1 Apr 1999
Evacuee memoir for Lilian Glanister ~ 30 Mar 1999
Evacuee memoir from Margaret Peters ~ former reference 10Bf ~ 25 Mar 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Molly Hurford-Jones ~ former reference 10Bg ~ 14 Apr 1999
Correspondence relating to a day school Oxford University
Department of Continuing Education ~ former reference 10C ~ 11 Apr 2000

D EVAC J/11
Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of open folder:
History detective layouts ~ former reference 11A ~ 9 Sept 1996
Copy of The University Leader, Fort Hays State University ~ former reference 11B ~ 9 Apr 1999
Articles from the University of Reading Bulletin ~ former reference 11C and 11E ~ 2000
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Daily Mail Weekend ~ former reference 11M ~ 14 Aug 1999
Copies of photographs of a school group, cadet group and Army Cadet Force, Buckingham Platoon May 1944 ~ c.1939-1945
Hampshire’s War ~ former reference 11P ~ 1989
Copies of photographs ~ former reference 11Q ~ 11An ~ c.1939-1945
Copies of newspaper advertisements relating to war time ~ former reference 11Ao-11Bi ~ c.1939-1945
Leaflet for Goodnight Children Everywhere, day conference ~ former reference 11Bj ~ 18 Oct 1996
Leaflet for I’ll Take That One book launch ~ former reference 11Bk, 11Bo, 11Ca ~ 1998-1999
Cassette tape of a recording of Scottish Connection BBC Radio Scotland ~ former reference 11Bl ~ c.1999
Research notes from Bristol Record Office ~ former reference 11Br ~ c.1999
Booklet for I’ll Take That One, The True Story of Operation Pied Piper by Dr Martin L. Parsons ~ former reference 11Cb ~ c.1999
Press cuttings from the Daily Telegraph relating to a service at Westminster Abbey to commemorate the evacuation scheme ~ former reference 11Cc and 11Ch ~ 1999
Research notes ~ former reference 11Cm ~ c.1999
Contents of closed folder:
Correspondence from John Martell ~ former reference 11D ~ 14 Feb 2000
DSM Publishing Agreement ~ former reference 11F ~ 8 Dec 1999
Correspondence from Paul Holness ~ former reference 11G ~ 26 Nov 1999
Correspondence from Roberta? ~ former reference 2 Nov 1995 ~
Correspondence from Norman Gazzard ~ former reference ~ 11I ~ 28 Aug 1999
Correspondence from John Gould ~ former reference 11J ~ 23 Aug 1999
Minutes and constitution of the Evacuees Reunion Association and correspondence from James Roffey ~ former reference 11L ~ 3 Nov 1997 and 6 Jan 1998
Correspondence from Alec Kingsmill ~ former reference 11Bm ~ 13 Mar 1999
Correspondence from Alan Davis~ former reference 11Bn~ c.1999
Correspondence from M.E. Steward~ former reference 11Bp~25 Mar 1999
Correspondence from Evelyn Adams~ former reference 11Bs ~ 27 Feb 1999
Correspondence from Mrs C. Gregory ~ former reference 11Bt ~ c.1999
Correspondence from G. Thomas~ former reference 11Bu~25 Feb 1999
Correspondence from Elsie F. Martin~ former reference 11Bv~24 Feb 1999
Correspondence from Vince and Billy Maloney ~ former reference 11Bw~ 24 Feb 1999
Correspondence from Pat Worrall~ former reference 11Bx~10 Dec 1998
Correspondence and deposit form from Jean May Davison~ former reference 11By~1999
Correspondence from Ron Cassidy~ former reference 11Bz~ 25 Feb 1999
Evacuee memoir from Mary Fitzpatrick ~ former reference 11Cd~ c.1999
Evacuee memoir from unknown ~ former reference 11Ce ~c.1999
Correspondence from Pat Hatter ~ former reference 11 Cf ~5 Aug 1999
Correspondence from Joan Murray~ former reference 11Cg~24 Sept 1999
Correspondence from Olive Josephine West~ former reference 11Ci~29 Dec 1998
Radio broadcast information for I'll Take That One ~ former reference 11Cj~1998
Correspondence from Allan H. Buksh~ former reference 11Ck~8 Dec 1998
Correspondence from Joan Murray~ former reference 11Cl~13 Sept 1999
Correspondence from David Malvern~ former reference 11Cn~ 3 Sept 1999
Correspondence from David Prest ~ former reference 11Co~11 Sept 1999

Folder of information and correspondence relating to
The Museum of English Rural Life
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evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s
[1 folder is CLOSED - contact University Archivist]

Contents of open folder:
Press cutting from the Times Educational Supplement ~ former reference 12A ~ 7 Apr 2000
Copy of Despatches – The Magazine of the Friends of the Imperial War Museum ~ former reference 12B ~ Dec 1999
Leaflets for books about child evacuation ~ former reference 12D ~c.1999
Review for I’ll Take That One ~ former reference 12E ~ c.1999
Copy of Crawley Museum Society newsletter~ former reference 12G ~ Summer 1999
Outline/Running Orders for Operation Pied Piper The True Story of Evacuation and invitation to a book launch for I’ll Take That One ~ former reference 12I ~ 6 Jun 1999
Extract from a book, chapter entitled Renee Silverman ~ former reference 12J ~c.1999
Press cutting from Rochford News ~ former reference 12K ~1989
Press cutting from the Greenwich Mercury ~ former reference 12L ~ 13 Feb 1997
Extract from an unidentified book ~ former reference 12M
Copies of photographs of evacuees~ former reference 12O~c.1939-1945
Copies of maps of England and areas in England ~ former reference 12P ~c.1939-1945
Extracts from the Eugenics Society review ~ former reference 12Z ~1940-1941
Research paper entitled Reality of Evacuation ~ former reference 12Ae ~ c.1999
Copies of photographs of evacuees ~ former reference 12Ag ~c.1939-1945
Proofs of a book written by Martin Parsons ~ former reference 12Ah ~ 1999

Contents of closed folder:
Correspondence from Christine Noble~ former reference 12F ~ 20 Nov 1998
Correspondence from Anna Butler~ former reference 12H ~ 6 May 1999
Correspondence, photograph and list of those who died in the
Crockham Hill bombing from John Roffey ~ former reference 12N ~ 13 Aug 1999
Evacuee memoir from Barbara Walton ~ former reference 12Q ~ 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Charles W. Springett ~ former reference 12R ~ 5 Jun 1999
Correspondence from Michael Minson ~ former reference 12S ~ 3 Jun 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Enid Smith ~ former reference 12T ~ 26 May 1999
Correspondence from Joan I. Corfield ~ former reference 12U ~ 20 Jul 1999
Correspondence from Barbara Blackston ~ former reference 12V ~ 2 Jul 1999
Correspondence, photograph, evacuee memoir and copy of a letter to her mother and father from Valerie L. Kirby ~ former reference 12W ~ 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Harry Gell, a schoolmaster at a camp ~ former reference 12Aa ~ 14 Jul 1999
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Barbara M. Blackston ~ former reference 12Ab ~ 13 Jul 1999
Research notes ~ former reference 12Ad ~ c.1999
Correspondence from Brian Maystone ~ former reference 12G ~ 12 Oct 1999

D EVAC J/13
Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s

Contents:
Colour photographs of unidentified buildings and a train line ~ former reference 13A ~ c.1999
Copies of newspaper articles from Dorset on evacuation ~ former reference 13B ~ 13Dp ~ c.1939-1945
Copies of documents from Dorset County Archives ~ former reference 13Dq-Eh, 13Em ~ 13Fr ~
Great Western Railway Goods Conference minutes of a meeting at Paddington ~ former reference 13Ej ~ 5 May 1939
Information leaflet 10 from Greater London Record Office, on evacuation of children ~ former reference 13Ek ~ c.1999
Research notes ~ former reference 13El~c.1999
Copies of evacuation related documents for Wiltshire ~
former reference 13Fs-13Gc~ 1940
1940s-2000s

D EVAC J/14
Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s

Contents of open folder:
Advertising sign for book signing by Martin Parsons~c.1999
Review of Waiting to Go Home by Martin Parsons from Times Educational Supplement~7 Apr 2000
Tickets and programme for evacuee events ~2000-2001
Daily Mail Weekend magazine~6 Nov 1999
Scilly up to date magazine~ May 1995
Reuters business briefing relating to stories on evacuees ~1 Sept 1999
Magazine entitled Evacuees 60 years on, tales of children evacuated from Portsmouth and Gosport~21 Aug 1999
Copies of press releases for The Evacuation: The True Story, BBC Radio 4 ~undated c.2000s
Press cuttings and advertisements for book signing for I’ll Take That One by Martin Parsons~c.1999
Copies of hand drawn maps ~c.1999
We’ll meet again, Evacuation Village life in Feckenham & War Time Stories 1939-1945

Contents of CLOSED folder:
Correspondence and membership form from Ann Spokes Symonds~2002
Correspondence relating to Marks & Spencer Retired Staff Association~ 2000
Correspondence from Robert Miller~3 Jan 2000
Correspondence from Margaret L. Kribs ~ 23 Apr 1999
Correspondence from Barry Fletcher ~ 29 Aug 1999
Correspondence from the Cabinet War Rooms ~ 21 Apr 1999
Correspondence from Bob Holman ~ 27 Feb 1999
Correspondence from Betty Thatcher ~ 12 Mar 1999
Correspondence from David Malvern ~ 3 Sept 1999
Correspondence from David Prest and evacuee memoir ~ 4 Aug 1999
Correspondence from Charles Bowden ~ 31 Aug 1999
Correspondence from Audrey Goldberg ~ 29 Aug 1999
Correspondence from Paul Holness of Beckett Karlson ~ 25 Mar 1999
Correspondence from Martin ~ c.1999
Correspondence from Mr and Mrs J. Goddard ~ 18 Mar 2001

D EVAC J/15 Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Consists of a booklet entitled Vegetable Growing - The Country Life Home Front series for intensive cultivation, 1942; plastic overhead projector slides of images from the 1940s
1 folder
1940s-2000s

D EVAC J/16 Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s

Contents of open folder:
Copy of an article or extract from a book relating to the deaths of evacuees in Egham, 1940 ~ undated
Press cutting from The Independent relating to evacuees ~ 31 Jul 1998
Correspondence and extract of a letter which related to Life on the Home Front by Tim Healey ~ 21 Oct 1998
Correspondence and press cutting from Rex Bowley ~ 3 Nov 1995
Correspondence with Dorset Archives Service ~ 1997-1998
Let’s Grab a Granny off the Street – The Problems of oral history and how it can be minimalized by Martin L. Parsons ~ c.1999
Copies of press cuttings relating to the Second World War ~ 1940’s
Contents of CLOSED folder:
The Road Less Travelled: War Resisters in World War II by Larry Gara ~ c.1999
Correspondence from Lillian Evans ~ c.1999
Correspondence from Bridgnorth Journal ~ 1990
Correspondence and evacuee memoir from Kay Inkster ~ 15 Oct 1998
Correspondence from Laurence Rees ~ 19 Oct 1998
Correspondence from Margaret E. Hall ~ c.1999
Research notes ~ c.1999
Correspondence from Doreen M. Lehir ~ 27 May 1998

D EVAC J/17
Folder of information and correspondence relating to evacuees gathered by Martin Parsons
Includes correspondence, research papers, evacuee accounts, contemporary press cuttings and copies of press cuttings from the 1940s

CLOSED
List of respondents and transcripts of interviews for Economic and Social Research Council Wartime Evacuation interviews with Mrs L. Broadhurst, Mr W. Grainger, Mrs Margaret Smith, Mrs L. Wilson, Mrs A. Geliher, two anonymous interviewees, Mrs A. Hemming, Miss E. Jury, Mrs G. Sachs, Mrs B. Tucker, Mr E. Starns, Mrs Lilian French and Mr A. Buksh 1998-1999
Correspondence from Marlene Heselden ~ 9 May 1999
Extracts from Cambridge County School records ~ c.1999
Cambridge Evacuation article ~ 22 Jun 1998
Saving the nation’s children: teachers, wartime evacuation in England and Wales and the construction of national identity, Peter Cunningham, Philip Gardner and Penny Starns ~ 1998
Imperial War Museum record extracts ~ c.1999
1940s-2000s